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Abstract: Virtual reality has been shown to facilitate perception and navigation inside 3D models,
while stimulating creativity and enhancing architect/client interaction. In this scenario, in order to
better explore paths along the design space that are suggested from this interaction, it is important to
support quick updates to the model while still immersed in it. Algorithmic design, an approach to
architectural design that uses parametric algorithms to represent a design space, rather than a single
design instance, provides such support. We present a novel architectural design process based on
the integration of live coding with virtual reality, promoting an immersive approach to algorithmic
design. The proposed workflow entails the use of an algorithmic design tool embedded in a virtual
environment, where the architect not only creates the design but also interacts with said design,
changing it by live coding its algorithmic representation from within virtual reality. In this paper, we
explain the challenges faced and solutions devised for the implementation of the proposed workflow.
Moreover, we discuss the applicability of algorithmic design in virtual reality to different stages of
the architectural design process and the future developments that may arise from this proposal.

Keywords: virtual reality; algorithmic design; live coding

1. Introduction

Current digital representation tools for architectural design employ a visualization
strategy that conveys the building’s form through the use of plans, section, elevations, and
perspective views. This forces architects and clients to not only combine separate views of
the model to form a mental model of the entire scenario [1], but also to scale it to real size in
their imagination. This process can be considerably improved through Virtual Reality (VR)
technology, allowing users to inhabit the building and perceive it at its natural scale [2].

Despite the advantages VR brings to architectural design, it has an important limitation:
the majority of the ideas suggested during a VR session cannot be implemented and
experimented during that session. In fact, most approaches for changing the design,
with or without VR, are limited to manual model manipulation and, thus, cannot have
extensive effects in the design. Algorithmic Design (AD) addresses this problem through
the algorithmic description of the model, allowing parametric changes to the design that
preserve its internal logic, thus ensuring the consistency of the modified design. However,
AD has not yet been used in combination with VR and, thus, designers cannot update the
algorithmic descriptions of their models while immersed in a Virtual Environment (VE).

To address this problem, in this paper, we propose Algorithmic Design in Virtual
Reality (ADVR), a workflow based on the use of algorithms to represent designs that
supports extensive design changes while immersed in VR. Using ADVR, architects can
quickly experiment design variations without leaving the VE. However, this workflow also
entails considerable challenges, which we discuss in the following sections.

The article structure is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the literature review on
the applications of VR in architecture and existing solutions for changing the design in VR.
To that end, we also elaborate on the definition and state of the art of AD and live coding.
Section 3 introduces the goals and methods of the proposed research. Section 4 describes
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the building blocks of the proposed methodology. Sections 5 and 6 present, respectively,
the evaluation of the methodology with three exploratory exercises, and the discussion of
the obtained results. Finally, Section 7 produces the conclusion and future research paths.

2. Related Work

In 1965, Ivan Sutherland envisioned the ultimate display [3], a reality within which the
computer controls the existence of matter itself. Although we are still far from achieving this
radical vision, VR technology can already provide enough realism and immersiveness to
make it an appealing tool for various professions, and architecture is no exception. AD uses
algorithms to describe architectural designs, producing complex and parametric results
that greatly benefit from immersive visualization. Having this in mind, several approaches
have been developed that allow architects to access and change their AD programs from
the VE. This section presents the current state of the art on the integration of parametric
and algorithmic-design solutions with VR.

2.1. Virtual Reality in Architecture

The architectural industry is rapidly embracing VR since this technology helps users
understand building designs, particularly when compared to the traditional alternative,
which is based on flat projections that must be combined and scaled to form a mental
model of the design [1]. Figure 1 illustrates this scenario for the case of the Astana National
Library (ANL) project. This building, originally designed by Bjarke Ingels Group in 2008,
has the shape of a 3D Moebius strip, a rather complex form for one to understand through
projections only. Although architects are known for their 3D visualization capabilities,
therefore being more than able to work within these boundaries, their clients, on the other
hand, are not. For this reason, early adoption of VR technologies in this industry was
mostly motivated by contractors and real estate owners [4], but nowadays more and more
architectural studios use them to support design processes as well [2,5–8].

Figure 1. Rendered ANL model in Rhinoceros 3D shown in the 4 default viewports (top, perspective,
front, and right view).

Despite the advantages of VR for facilitating the understanding of a building design,
there is one significant limitation: most applications of VR in architecture focus on model
visualization only [9–11], and the few existing approaches for changing the design while
in the VE require virtual manual model manipulation [12,13] using VR controllers and
associated transformation operations. This modeling workflow tends to be slower than the
traditional (digital) one, which in turn is already quite slow when systematic changes are
needed. There is one approach, however, that overcomes this problem: AD.
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2.2. Algorithmic Design

AD defines the creation of architectural designs through algorithmic descriptions,
implemented as computer programs [14,15]. AD allows architects (1) to model complex ge-
ometries that would take a considerable amount of time to produce otherwise, (2) automate
repetitive and time-consuming tasks, and (3) quickly generate diverse design solutions
without having to rework the model for every iteration [16,17]. Figure 2 presents several
variations of the ANL model, obtained by manipulating the radius of the central plaza and
the building’s facade torsion.

Traditionally, AD entails the incremental development of the program that describes a
building design and the visualization of the generated model to confirm the correctness of
the program. In the case of VR, however, the design process needs to become a real-time
and interactive one. Real-time interaction between the program and the model requires
the use of a very performative AD tool, so that the designer can get immediate visual
feedback on the impact of the changes applied to the program. Grasshopper [18], a visual
programming environment, and LunaMoth [19], a textual programming one, are good
examples of tools that possess this liveliness [20] aspect. Nevertheless, they were not
intended to be used in VR and known integrations with this technology remain within the
sphere of static visualization [21], failing to take advantage of AD’s interactive potential.

Figure 2. Variations of the ANL model produced by changing selected parameters in the program:
radius of the central plaza and the building’s facade torsion.

2.3. Live Coding

Live coding is a technique centered upon the writing of interactive programs on the
fly [20]. In the case of VR, we envision the application of live coding in a scenario where the
architect can code the algorithmic description of the model alongside the resulting geometry.
The idea is similar to the workflow supported by some AD tools such as Dynamo [22]
and Luna Moth [19], where the code (or visual components) is manipulated in the same
environment where the model is concurrently being updated.

The concept of using VR for coding is also not a novelty. The Primitive tool [23], for
instance, has proven the use of VR for collaborative software analysis visualization. Specific
coding applications for VR have also been developed, such as NeosVR’s LogiX [24]—a
VR multiplayer visual programming system; Rumpus [25]—a live coding playground for
room-scale VR; Fenek [26]—a live coding JavaScript framework that allows developers
to modify the underlying render engine while immersed in the VE; RiftSketch [27] and
CodeChisel3D [28]—both browser-based live coding environments for VR. However, most
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of these tools were only tested with simple graphical models, and none were applied to the
architectural context.

2.4. Parametric Design Solutions for Virtual Reality

Within the specific context of architectural design, by transporting the programming
environment to the VE, we can have architects and clients manipulating the models in VR.
Given that, in this industry, the production line involves multiple iterations of the solutions
discussed by several stakeholders, having these discussions take place synchronously with
the project’s development can resolve the existent asymmetric collaboration [29]. This, in
turn, considerably accelerates the ideation process, thus, saving time and resources.

Solutions that allow for the modification of programs in VR have also been developed.
Parametric Modelling Within Immersive Environments [30], Shared Immersive Environ-
ments for Parametric Model Manipulation [31], and Immersive Algorithmic Design [32]
present solutions to connect AD tools to a VE, where architects are immersed in their
models, apply changes to the program, and visualize the corresponding impacts in real
time.

All three solutions contemplate a visual programming outline, with the former two [30,31]
only allowing parameter manipulation. This means users do not have access to the entirety
of the code in VR, but only to a chosen set of parameters, which they can change via sliders.
For this reason, these solutions are framed within the scope of parametric design only, not
AD, according to the definitions proposed by [33]. The third approach [32] goes further,
also supporting textual programming and full control over the program. Nevertheless,
and despite having presented multiple code manipulation solutions in the paper, the
implementation of these solutions within the proposed system is not discussed, nor is the
proposal formally evaluated.

3. Goals and Methods

The present research proposes to augment the workflow proposed by Castelo-
Branco et al. [32], namely by (1) focusing on the textual paradigm alone, (2) depicting
the building blocks of the proposed system in order to provide readers with a repro-
ducible methodology they can use, and (3) performing preliminary evaluation exercises to
understand the main benefits and challenges of the proposed solution.

Although it is possible to use the interaction mechanisms available in visual pro-
gramming to manipulate code in VR, the complexity of the models that most benefit from
immersive visualization make visual programming an inviable solution. Despite being
more difficult to learn, textual programming languages tend to offer more expressive power,
scalability, flexibility, and efficiency than visual ones [34,35]. Hence, we propose to enrich
the design experience by integrating a textual-based AD practice, which natively supports
extensive design changes, with VR, an intrinsically interactive and immersive medium. The
following sections present ADVR, a methodology for interacting with textual AD programs
and models in VR. To achieve the aforementioned goals, this investigation involved the
following steps:

1. Studying existing solutions for the integration of parametric solutions in VR.
2. Developing a methodology that integrates textual AD in VR.
3. Outlining the required building blocks to implement the methodology.
4. Evaluating the methodology with exploratory user testing.

The previous section reviewed relevant literature on the integration of parametric
design solutions with VR. In the following section, we explain and illustrate the proposed
methodology along with the required components for its implementation. The method-
ology is then evaluated through exploratory exercises that aim to assess the usability of
the implemented system, and the time gains and interaction advantages of using VR in
the context of algorithmically developed projects. We conclude by drawing some final
considerations on the results of the evaluation and outlining future research paths.
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4. Algorithmic Design in Virtual Reality

ADVR aims to aid the algorithmic design process by integrating live coding in VR. In
this workflow, architects use a Head Mounted Display (HMD) and an AD tool integrated
in a VE to code their designs while immersed in them. In the VE, the generated design is
concurrently updated in accordance with the changes made to its algorithmic description.
Seeing these updates in near real time allows designers to conduct an iterative process of
concurrent programming and visualization of the generated model in VR, enhancing the
project with each cycle.

Figure 3 presents a conceptual scheme of this loop: architects develop the algorithmic
description of the design using an Interactive Development Environment (IDE) or a pro-
gramming editor to input the coding instructions into the AD tool, which then generates
the corresponding model. From the VE designers, then, evaluate the results and, possibly,
modify the algorithmic description from there, thus repeating the loop. Figure 4 presents a
mock-up of the corresponding VR experience.

In order to provide an efficient coding platform in the VE that will enable this workflow,
the following components are required: (1) an interactive AD tool that allows for the
generation of complex architectural models, along with (2) a VR tool that can be coupled
to the AD framework. This tool must be a sufficiently performative visualizer, such as a
game engine, to guarantee near real-time feedback; (3) a mechanism that allows designers
to code while immersed, i.e., an IDE or a programming editor; (4) text input mechanisms,
as well as (5) language and IDE considerations; and, finally, (6) the ability to smoothly
update the model even when its complexity hinders performance. The implementations
we chose to pursuit for each of the numbered items are described below. Figure 5 presents
the implementation workflow, featuring the chosen tools.

Figure 3. Conceptual scheme of the architect/program/model loop happening in VR: architects
develop the algorithmic description of the design in VR, generating the corresponding model around
them, whose visualization them motivates further changes to the description.
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Figure 4. Mock-up of the ADVR experience: the architects live codes the algorithmic description of
the design from within the VE.

Figure 5. ADVR implementation: while immersed in the VE, the user accesses the IDE through the
headset’s virtual desktop application. The AD tool is responsible for translating the given instructions
into operations recognized by the game engine, which is connected to the HMD through the VR
plug-in.

4.1. AD Tool

Regarding the AD tool, we opted for Khepri [36], a portable AD tool that integrates
multiple backends for different design purposes, namely Computer-Aided Design (CAD),
Building Information Modeling (BIM), game engines, rendering, analysis, and optimiza-
tion tools. The use of multiple tools along the development process is motivated by their
different benefits: while CAD tools outperform the rest in free-form modelling [37]; BIM
tools are essential for dealing with construction information [38]; game engines present a
good alternative for fast visualization and navigation [39]; rendering tools offer realistic but
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time-consuming representations of models for presentation; and, finally, analysis and opti-
mization tools inform and guide the design process based on the model’s performance [40].

4.2. VR Tool

Regarding the game engine, our choice fell upon Unity [41], since it provides good
visual quality, including lighting, shadows, and physics; good visualization performance
for average-scale architectural projects; platform independence; and availability of assets;
as well as VR integration. Through the Steam VR plug-in, Unity communicates with the
two tested headsets: Oculus Rift and HTC Vive. It must also be noted that, despite the fast
response guaranteed by the game engine, the capacity for real-time feedback will always
be conditioned by the model’s complexity.

4.3. IDE Projection

For architects to be able to program from inside the VE, they need to access their
preferred IDE while immersed in VR. To this end, we use the virtual desktop application
provided by most HMDs (including the ones used for this implementation), which mirrors
the user’s desktop in VR, allowing the use of any application and, more specifically, of
any IDE.

Figure 6 presents the workflow with the ANL model being live coded in VR. In this
case, a change in the facade torsion parameter can be observed. Looking at the pictures in
the first row, one may also observe that the mirrored desktop represents a partial visual
blocker to the scene. However, it should be noted that this two-dimensional representation
fails to convey the full 360◦ experience the user has in the VE. Moreover, the screen can be
moved, scaled, or hidden at the designer’s will, as shown in the second row of images in
Figure 6.

Figure 6. ADVR of the ANL model: manipulation of the facade torsion parameter (π, 2π, and 4π).

4.4. Text Input

Regarding textual input, there are several solutions currently available for the use
of virtual and physical keyboards. Considering the result obtained in previous studies
on the matter [42,43], we opted for the latter solution in this implementation. Figure 7
presents a use-case of the assembled workflow, showcasing both the IDE display along
with the generated model of ANL in VR, and the interaction mechanisms in action, inside
and outside the VE.
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Figure 7. ADVR workflow: on the left, the VE where the model, the IDE and the responsive virtual
keyboard are visible; on the right, the architect typing in the physical keyboard.

We stress that, despite the performance of the chosen solution in comparison to the
remaining ones, it does not yet reach that of typing on a normal keyboard outside the VE,
particularly for users who cannot touch type and, thus, heavily rely on both visual and
haptic feedback. This question is particularly relevant in the present context, as the majority
of programming architects are, in fact, non-experienced typists. Hence, other solutions for
the problem must be sought and we believe the industry will soon provide them, as some
interesting new concepts are already starting to emerge [44].

4.5. Language and Editor

In order to guarantee fast typing results, we opted for a dynamically-typed program-
ming language, as these tend to be more concise than statically-typed ones. Although the
latter offer more performance in run time and can detect static semantic errors, they force
the user to provide type information, which is a lot more verbose. The chosen IDE can also
help the user in the typing task, particularly, by providing automatic completion for names
and for entire syntactical structures, such as function definitions. For this implementation,
we used the Julia language running in the Atom editor with the help of the Juno plugin, a
combination which considerably augments the user’s typing speed. As shown in Figure 5,
the Visual Studio Code editor was also tested, although the lack of a user friendly menu
with shortcut buttons forced users to type more in order to run commands.

4.6. Model Update

ADVR takes advantage of game engines’ ability to efficiently process geometry. As a
result, we can generate large-scale models, as is the case of the ANL, in a matter of seconds.
When applying changes to the model in VR, these seconds are, nevertheless, troublesome,
since the AD tool deletes and (re)generates the entire model in each iteration, regardless of
the number of changes applied. Consequently, as the model grows, a small lag becomes
noticeable and the sudden reshaping of the entire VE is disorienting and makes it difficult
to understand the effects of the applied changes.

To solve these problems, we implemented a multi-buffering approach that keeps the
user in an outdated but consistent model, while a new model is invisibly being generated.
When finished, the new model replaces the old one, allowing the user to immediately
visualize the impact of the changes. It is also possible to have several models available
simultaneously, in different buffers, for the user to switch back and forth between them,
facilitating comparisons and improving the decision-making process. Figure 6 illustrates
this by showing two different views of the variations created.
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5. Evaluation

In order to evaluate the framework, we began by assessing the usefulness of VR in the
process of architectural creation, both from the architect’s and the client’s point of view;
thus, removing any possible coding difficulty from the equation in this phase. For that
purpose, we developed an exploratory exercise to evaluate the time gains allowed by the
introduction of VR in the design process, as well as an experimental interaction exercise
with algorithmically-designed models in VR. The third exercise, named usability, effectively
joined all pieces together for the use of the ADVR workflow.

The first exercise—time gains—was conducted by a single subject, an architect comfort-
able with the programming language, the chosen AD tool, and the ANL project. The results
were summarized in a time graph. The second exercise—interaction—involved 21 partici-
pants from two different backgrounds, architecture and computer science (see Figure 8).
From this group, only a portion was selected for the third exercise—usability—since it
required specialized knowledge in both the programming language and the AD tool used
for this implementation. The results of the latter two exercises are based on post-activity
user surveys and will be presented through a statistical analysis of the responses.

Figure 8. Selection of test subjects for the evaluation exercises.

Figure 9 illustrates the variables considered in these evaluations. For the first exercise,
the only independent variable is the use of VR for showcasing, and we intend to measure its
impact in time gains. The second exercise has two independent variables: the use of VR and
the scale of the project. Here, our evaluation focuses on important concepts to architectural
visualization, i.e., characteristics that an architectural representation method must offer to
be useful to the practice, namely, spatial and scale perception, navigability (in the case of
3D models), and realism. Still in this exercise, we also question the participants regarding
the usefulness of VR in either scale, as a showcasing or design tool, and how likely would
they use it themselves. The third exercise has the use of ADVR as independent variable,
and intends to assess its effect on the design process in terms of fun, speed, productiveness,
and advantages, as well as its usefulness (similarly to VR), and how likely would subjects
use it in their design workflows. The following subsections describe the three exercises
in detail.
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Figure 9. Independent and dependent variables of the study.

5.1. Time Gains

The typical client/architect communication cycle involves (1) showcasing ideas, receiv-
ing feedback on them; (2) applying changes to the design; and (3) producing new elements
for another iteration of this cycle.

Comparing ADVR to a more traditional AD process that does not resort to VR tech-
nologies, we consider that stage 1 takes about the same amount of time and/or effort in
either case, although the latter does not benefit from this alternative showcasing method.
The same happens with stage 2, since it also relies on algorithmic means to apply changes
to the design. In both cases, the time required will vary in accordance with the changes to
be applied and/or to showcase.

However, in stage 3, the production of presentation elements, the required times may
differ significantly. While the usual AD approach would rely on traditional representation
methods, such as physical models, technical drawings such as plans and sections, and
rendered images, which take longer to produce; in ADVR we only need to regenerate the
model after applying the changes and the client can immediately visualize the 3D model
with the added advantage of immersion and real-time rendering. If the changes proposed
are small enough, the entire cycle can even occur live, with the architect altering the building
instantaneously while the client is still in VR, seeing the project change around them on
request. This workflow considerably improves the communication between the client and
the architect because it promotes the quick showcase of new design ideas with immediate
feedback on the client’s part. The typical communication cycle therefore becomes orders of
magnitude faster.

To put this thesis in practice, we asked a group of architects to suggest plausible
changes to the ANL model. Figure 10 presents the changes they suggested and the time
it took a single architect to implement them. The subject, in this case, was an architect
who was comfortable with the programming language, the chosen AD tool, and the ANL
project. The proposed changes are divided in two groups: predefined and non-predefined
parameters. The former comprises existing parameters in the program, i.e., the changes
anticipated by the architect when developing the algorithm. The latter includes any other
modifications that, not having been anticipated, take more time to implement. The time for
each of the proposed changes is divided in 6 phases:
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Figure 10. Time graph for the changes applied to the ANL mode: time spent on each of the 6 tasks
for the case of predefined (on top) and non-predefined parameters (on the bottom).

• (1) Assets: time spent collecting and arranging assets for Unity’s library, which was
required only for changes that involved new objects.

• (2) Change code: time dedicated to the application of changes to the code. Changes
applied to predefined parameters are virtually instantaneous.
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• (3) Generate model: the average generation time for a complete ANL model is 50 s
in Unity. When iterating over specific parts of the code, this time can be reduced by
generating only the parts of the model involved. The major discrepancies visible in
this category are due to the number of times the model was generated during more
complex change processes, such as the introduction of an auditorium, for instance,
which require the programmer to iteratively (re)generate the model in order to evaluate
the applied changes.

• (4) Production of static elements for presentation (plans and sections): Since we
are working within a multi-backend algorithmic workflow, technical drawings are
automatically extracted from the BIM version of the model. However, and despite
the considerable gains this automation provides, the time spent generating model
in phases 4 to 6 is still relevant. The ANL model must be generated (at least) twice:
once in the game engine to produce rendering sequences, and another in the BIM
backends to produce drawings. Moreover, most plans and sections also required some
additional manual work.

• (5,6) Production of static elements for presentation (interior and exterior render se-
quences): render sequences or films are automated in the code and generated in the
game engine. To reduce the time spent in this stage we made sure to generate only the
sequences that were impacted by the changes applied.

The pie charts in Figure 10 show the total amount of time spent in each phase for
the two collections of changes applied. We can verify that, for the case of predefined
parameters, most of the time is spent on the creation of elements for presentation (phases
4, 5, and 6), whereas the time required to change the program is minimal. The same
cannot be verified with non-predefined changes. Cosmetic changes, such as modifying
furniture elements (Figure 11), also require small changes to the program, but most of the
time is spent collecting and modifying assets, and redoing renders. More complex and/or
unanticipated changes take a lot more time to implement in the program, although this
is highly dependent on the architect’s working speed. They also generally require the
remake of presentation elements, depending on the amount of geometry affected by the
change. The most dramatic case from our collection of changes was the introduction of an
auditorium in the library volume (Figure 12), which required breaking the regularity of the
wall distribution in that volume.

Figure 11. Furniture material and layout change in the ANL model.

In either case, using VR for showcasing instead of the more traditional representation
methods, phases 4, 5, and 6 could be skipped altogether, which represents a considerable
time gain. In our analysis, the accumulated time of these three tasks had a minimum
value of 10 min (in the furniture type change) and a maximum of one hour and 41 min
(with the introduction of an auditorium). Furthermore, while long-lasting VR immersion
periods would be required for the application of the second group of changes, in the case
of predefined parameters, architects can rely not just on VR but also on ADVR, since fast
changes can be performed live within seconds.
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Figure 12. Introduction of an auditorium in ANL’s library volume.

5.2. Interaction

The previous exercise assessed the time gains granted by the use of VR in AD. The
following one placed the emphasis on the interaction process between user and model,
within the VE. We asked a group of participants to analyze plans, sections, and render
images of both a large-scale and a small-scale project. They were encouraged to try and
understand the projects’ spatiality only. After this, they were placed in the VE, where they
could navigate both models and do the same analysis.

The large-scale project chosen was, again, the ANL. The small-scale project was an
acoustic intervention to the ceiling of a classroom. The intervention consisted of a grid of
wooden panels hanging from the ceiling. The grid had a ripple effect pattern influenced by
a set of attractor points spread around the room. The VR exercise included the possibly to
change the project’s layout on demand by adding or removing attractors. Subjects did not
interact with the AD description directly, however. They simply placed themselves on a
chosen location in the model and verbalized their request, much like a client might do in a
showcasing session. The process is explained in Figure 13: subjects inside the model in VR
would ask for the addition or removal of attractor points above them; a change that took
no more than a few seconds (the time required to regenerate the model in the game engine).
The total amount of time spent on this exercise was entirely up to the subject. In general,
navigation and interaction with the two models did not exceed 15 min.
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Figure 13. From left to right: top view of the classroom (1) with the user’s location and (2) showing
the intervention and the active attractors’ location; and (3) render of the resulting solution. From top
to bottom: (1) default solution; (2) removal of an attractor; and (3) addition of an attractor.

The exercise ended with an inquiry of twelve questions using the Likert scale rating
system (1 to 5) to measure agreement, quality, importance, usefulness, or likelihood, de-
pending on the variable, and one qualitative question where subjects could comment freely
on the experience. Although Likert-type answers are typically considered ordinal data, in
this analysis, we will treat them at the interval level, assuming an even distancing between
categories. Given the large number of variables under analysis, for better comprehen-
sion, we choose to present the central tendency through the average value for the survey
responses, complemented with the standard deviation to account for response variability.

The statistical analysis of the answers to the inquiry is presented in Figures 14 and 15:
the graphs show the average result and standard deviation of the responses for each
variable. The test group included 21 subjects from different backgrounds: young architects,
architecture students, as well as computer science engineering students. The graphs
separate user responses in two groups, considering their backgrounds. We use the letter
A to represent the 14 subjects with a background in architecture and the letter O for all
others. The results of the analysis will be presented with this letter, followed by the pair
average/standard deviation.
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Figure 14. User study results on VR interaction with a small and a large-scale architectural project:
scale, spatial perception, navigability, and realism.

Figure 15. User study results on VR interaction with a small and a large-scale architectural project:
showcase, design, and use.

5.2.1. Scale, Spatial Perception, Navigability, and Realism

Subjects tended to agree that both the notion of scale and spatial perception increased
in VR, particularly for the large-scale case. Big scale was evaluated with A: 4.86/0.36; O:
4.86/0.38, regarding spatial perception, and with A: 5/0; O: 4.57/0.79, regarding scale,
while small scale was evaluated with A: 4/1.24; O: 4.29/0.49 and A: 4.29/0.83; O: 4.43/0.53,
respectively. The realism of the models had slightly poorer results, with subjects voting,
on average, on better navigability in ANL (A: 4.07/0.83; O: 4.14/0.69 for big scale, vs. A:
3.79/0.80; O: 4/0.82 for small scale), and more realism in the classroom (A: 3.79/0.58; O:
4.14/0.38 for big scale, vs. A: 3.93/0.83; O: 4.43/0.53 for small scale).

Regarding navigability, this outcome was expected: since both models were to be
evaluated in the same take, we decided to optimize the VR controllers for large-scale dis-
placement, advising subjects to be gentle on the motions inside the small room. Regarding
realism, we can imagine two possible explanations: (1) due to its large dimension, in the
ANL, subjects were tempted to use the free-fly mode to explore the project, instead of the
walk mode, which may have contributed to the feeling of non-realism; and (2) while the
area of the ANL project is considerably vaster, only the library area was furnished, which
resulted in empty (ghosted) rooms/areas.

5.2.2. Showcase, Design, Use

We asked our subjects if they felt VR was, hence, an important tool for showcasing
and designing, if they were likely to use it themselves, and if they felt it only compensated
for big-scale projects. The responses tended towards agreement; exception made for the use
of VR in big-scale projects. All subjects voted for more usefulness in showcasing designs
(A: 4.64/0.63; O: 4.57/0.53 for showcasing, vs. A: 3.79/0.7; O: 4.29/0.76 for design, and
A: 4.07/1; O: 4.29/0.95 for probability of future use). Predictably, non-architects voted
towards the use of VR in both small- and large-scale (O: 2.43/1.27), while architects were
mostly neutral (A: 3.07/1.27). These results also suggest people from other backgrounds
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may prefer to visualize projects in VR in any case, while professional architects may find
they can very well infer a project’s spatiality from traditional representation means alone.
In either case, standard deviation is higher than in other responses, which means subjects
tended to disagree more on this topic.

From the qualitative question, we acquired important feedback, namely suggestions
on how to (1) handle controller sensitivity for navigation and (2) render more realistic
scenarios, (3) positive comments on the usefulness of VR, and (4) an interesting pattern of
motion sickness complaints, with 58% of our female subjects reporting dizziness, nausea
or headaches.

5.3. Usability

The previous exercises purposely isolated the benefits of VR from the burdens of the
coding task. In this last exploratory exercise, we evaluated the perceived usability of the
ADVR methodology to designers. The test was conducted with a more reduced number
of participants, as the exercise required specialized knowledge in both the programming
language and the AD tool used for this implementation. In a total of ten subjects, 6 were
architectural practitioners trained in AD, and 4 were computer science MSc students.

Figure 16 shows (on the left) some of the images contained in the exercise’s briefing,
and (on the right) the view our users had if they completed the exercise. The goal was
to create, from scratch, an algorithmic description of a semi-random pagoda city using
the ADVR workflow. The exercise was intentionally simple, in order to last no longer
than 20 min, although some users ended up remaining in VR for over an hour, navigating
the model and experimenting variations to their algorithms. The task was subdivided in
intermediate goal functions (i.e., creating one story, one pagoda, one random-pagoda, and
a city), but it was not mandatory to complete the entire briefing.

Figure 16. Random pagoda city exercise using the ADVR workflow: on the left, images from the
briefing provided and, on the right, the goal of the exercise.

This experiment also ended with a survey, whose answers are summed up in Figure 17.
We anticipated architects, as non-experienced typists, would suffer from serious decrease in
typing performance; hence the decision of including computer scientists in the experiment,
as they typically are more experienced typists.

As expected, the voting average for the architecture subjects was a lot more pessimistic
than their counterparts. Users were asked if the ADVR experience was more fun, slower,
more productive, and more advantageous than traditional AD approaches. Architects
mostly agreed on speed (A: 4.17/1.6), while computer scientists mostly disagreed (O:
2.25/1.26). The latter also voted for more fun (O: 4.25/0.96), while architects remained
fairly close to neutral on average (A: 3.33/1.03), on account of the typing difficulty, accord-
ing to the comments left on the open question. Architects also voted ADVR as slightly
less productive (A: 2/0.63), but equally advantageous (A: 3/0.63). They agreed on its
usefulness for showcasing (A: 4.83/0.41), and also for design, although less enthusiastically
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(A: 3.67/1.03). Only a few stated they would likely use ADVR in their own design processes
(A: 3.17/1.6). In this exercise, we also verified a general increase in the standard deviation,
meaning the topic tended to divide opinions a bit more.

On the open question, besides the typing difficulty, comments were also issued on the
added difficulty in reading program text in VR for poor-sighted users.

Figure 17. User study results on the usability of the ADVR workflow.

6. Discussion

In this paper, we proposed a methodology for live coding AD in VR: ADVR. We used
a game engine to allow models to be generated and updated in near real time, as architects
modify the algorithmic descriptions of their designs. The coupling with VR allowed us
to take AD one step further, towards an immersive live coding experience: architects can
program while inside the VE, virtually inhabiting the building they are designing, which is
changing around them to reflect their design decisions.

The evaluation of the methodology already identified some frailties in the workflow.
The time gains and interaction analyses yielded the expected results, with very positive
feedback from users. The usability exercise, however, had low ratings on average. By
making use of traditional text input mechanisms to code in the VE, the ADVR methodology
was severely hampered. Furthermore, it suffers from current VR technology’s limitations
regarding motion sickness and eye fatigue. These issues are currently being addressed by
the VR industry and, thus, we expect to see them solved in the near future.

A bias disclaimer must be made regarding the exploratory exercises presented, as they
relied on a small and non-probability sample, which results in a weaker inference about a
more general population of potential users. It must also be noted that, although the Likert
scale rating system is widely used to acquire fine-grained insights into subjects’ opinion, its
inherent subjectiveness may also compromise the validity of the conclusions. Withal, other
studies corroborate our findings [45].

Considering the presented experimental analysis, we can confirm that the introduction
of VR in the AD paradigm can provide a more tangible interaction with the generated
model. In this sense, ADVR has the capacity to improve the design experience and the
communication of architectural projects. Live coding offers immediate feedback to changes
in algorithmic descriptions and, combined with VR, motivates designers to engage in
more exploratory design actions. Communication with clients or other stakeholders is also
improved, as their understanding of the project is closer to the built reality itself. Clients
can not only visualize projects to scale, but also see the project change around them in real
time, as they ideate back and forth with the architect.
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Given the results of our experiments, we believe ADVR, as it is currently implemented,
might not yet be suitable for initial design stages, since it still has drawbacks in comparison
to the traditional programming workflow, such as the reduced typing speed for users
unable to touch type. This means designers should not necessarily engage in live coding in
the VE until they have a fairly complete version of their model, as the imposed trade-offs
might not compensate for early-stage or small-scale models. On the other hand, with
relatively complex models, the spectacle added by immersiveness provides a great source
of motivation and inspiration for experimentation. Thus, we believe the ADVR approach
here presented provides a good contribution for subsequent experimentation phases.

We do, however, foresee future developments to adapt ADVR to initial stages of the
design process as well:

1. Code input mechanisms: Taking into account the issued comments on the difficulty
users have in typing using an occluded keyboard, other text input solutions may
be considered. We can already find several tools that aid the coding task, such as
dynamic code completion mechanisms and voice input technology. Handwriting
recognition will likely improve in the years to come, considerably reducing the current
level of discomfort in using these technologies. In the near future, we will also likely
see the results of currently undergoing brain-computer interface research [46], which
can dramatically speed up the communication process. Until then, simple typing
training may also render considerable performance gains. Image resolution, motion
sickness, and eye fatigue belong in another category of issues soon to be addressed by
the VR industry.

2. Code Visualization options: To enable the coding task while in VR, the presented
implementation considered mirroring the user’s desktop. However, more interesting
solutions may be thought of, such as having only selected parts of the program
projected onto the VE along with the generated geometry. Such an approach would
require the program to recognize the parcel of code responsible for generating the
objects selected by the user in the VE and projecting that parcel onto the VE as well.
This entails substantial investment in finding intelligent ways of managing program
traceability and showcasing the control flow of the program, but the solution would
likely improve the exploration of the 3D space and it would also be more synthetic,
which might help less experienced programmers orient themselves in the program.

3. Automatic Algorithmic Design: Another promising path, which we intend to explore
in the near future, is to manually model geometry in VR, which the AD tool auto-
matically converts to algorithmic descriptions [47,48]. There is plenty of work done
on manual modeling in VR, although most of the solutions rely on cuboid or voxel
modeling. The challenge lies in the conversion of the modeled geometry into code,
namely in: (a) the automatic recognition of the 3D geometry; (b) metaprogramming,
that is, having the program generate another program on its own, describing the 3D
geometry; and (c) refactoring the generated code into an understandable program. If
successfully implemented, this path has the potential to integrate in the architect’s de-
sign workflow, not only ADVR and traditional AD, but also the traditional modeling
approach as a quasi-physical experience in VR. This might prove a very interesting
design tool for architects to experiment with, as well as for clients immersed in the VE
to express their ideas in a way that is comfortable and intuitive for them.

With the presented issues overcome, the ADVR methodology can not only benefit early
design stages but also learning scenarios. Live coding alone has been shown to facilitate
the comprehension of programs [20]: the ability to make changes in the program and
immediately visualize their impact on the generated geometry allows programmers to easily
relate program parts to the geometry each one generates. With the added impressiveness
of the VR medium, this ability can have a very positive effect on AD learning. An ADVR
methodology adapted to more conceptual design stages will, therefore, appeal to less
experienced programmers as well.
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7. Conclusions

In this paper, we proposed the Algorithmic Design in Virtual Reality (ADVR) method-
ology, which implies live coding Algorithmic Design (AD) descriptions in Virtual Reality
(VR). In an immersive live coding experience, architects can program from the virtual
environment while virtually inhabiting the building that is changing around them.

The evaluation of the methodology identified some frailties in the workflow. Despite
the very positive feedback regarding time gains and interaction, usability had lower ratings,
in large part caused by the limitations of (1) traditional text input mechanisms to code in
VR and (2) current VR technology’s related motion sickness and eye fatigue. We believe
that, soon, these problems will be addressed by the VR industry.

Nevertheless, we can confirm that the integration of VR with AD provides a more
tangible interaction with the generated model. However, to provide the immediate feedback
required by VR, AD needs live coding. This combination motivates designers to engage
in more exploratory design actions and makes ADVR a promising endeavor. However, in
its current form, it might not be suitable for early design stages or small-scale models, as
the imposed trade-offs might not compensate. On the other hand, with relatively complex
models, the spectacle added by immersiveness provides a great source of motivation and
inspiration for experimentation.

We plan to further develop the ADVR methodology, making it easier to use and capable
of supporting initial stages of the design process as well. To this end, we plan to adopt text
input solutions that aid the coding task, such as dynamic code completion mechanisms
and voice input technology or, in a not-so-distant future, by exploring brain-computer
interfaces. To speed-up code production, we plan to explore code-generation techniques
that elaborate algorithmic descriptions from hand-made models. Finally, considering
that the presented evaluation of the workflow was conducted informally and on a small
number of participants, we also plan on conducting a more extensive user-experience
evaluation, as well as more objectively validating the proposed methodology by comparing
it to similar solutions.
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